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16 Upper Tanudan Kalinga Texts 

4 SA INON NI ANGWAK KAPI 
T,S way G,S SF,NP:do/make:N,S coffee 

TAE WAY TO PREPARE 
COFFEE 

By Ines Maslang 

1. Iy-asug-nu de l.*You heat a clay 
ACCF,NP=put.on.fire.to.cook=II,2,S N,S pot or skillet, and 

then you put in the 
banga wennu parokpok ya coffee beans. 2. Then 
clay .pot ALT 1arge.frying .pan CO you stir it. 

inn-iggam de kapi. 2. Oni kad 
ACCF,P:put=II,2,S N,S coffee later UM 

3. Ilam kad nu ng-urn-itit 3.*When you see that 
see:OF,NP:II,Z,S UM HYP - black-SF,NP= - the coffee beans have 

turned black and have 
ya b-um-angu, asiw o t 
CO aromatic=SF,NP= - LIM=II,Z,S SEQ 

oppa t-on . 4. Oni kad in-ka 
1ift.u~-OF,W later UM go-1,Z.S 

become fragrant, then 
you lift the pot off 
the fire. 4.*Then you 
go pound the coffee in 
a mortar. 

b=in=ayu atte lusung. 
pound-P= - (OF) 0,s mortar 

5 .  Ilam kad nu 5 .  When you see that 
see:OF,NP:II,Z,S UM HYP the coffee has become 

very fine, then you 
ma-tam-tampuk, asi-m o t scoop it out. 6.*When 
SF,NP=CVC,INS=crush LIM=II,Z,S SEQ you want to make 

coffee, you get it and 
akud-on . 6. Piom kad-e cook it. 
scoop.out=OF,NP like/want:OF,NP:II,2,S UM-LK 

mangapi , mangara-ka Ya 
SF,NP:coffee SF,NP:get=I,2,S CO 
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Cultural notes for THE WAY TO PREPARE COFFEE 

1. Coffee is a cash crop for the people of Lubo. Coffee groves are planted 
on the sides of the mountains. The beans are harvested between November and 
March of each year. 

Types of containers: 

bangs - clay pot (generic) 
ammuwok - small clay pot used for cooking 
'laranggan - large clay pot used for storing rice or water 
ammutu - large clay jar used for fermenting and storing wine 
lin a - container used for roasting food items d lu - metal pot (generic) 
mortaba - a large metal pot shaped like an oversized Chinese wok 
iisnaan - pot for cooking rice; the root is isna 'cooked rice' 
kakappiyan - pot for making coffee; the root>> 'coffee' 
titippoyan - pot for cooking tipoy, which is any food that 

accomoanies rice at a meal 
sosongragan - pot for roasting food; the root is songrag 'roast'; 

synonymous with linga 

3. Types of smells: 

ambangu - fragrant smelling 
ambangtit - bad smelling: refers to waste products and garbage 
ambuyuk - bad smelling: refers to decaying flesh 

4. Pounding tools: 

lusung - wooden mortar in which rice, coffee beans, and dried beans are 
pounded 

or-u - long wooden pestle used with lusung - 
Types of pounding: 

ang-ubbay - to pound coffee in a mortar to remove the skin of the 
coffee bean when it is first harvested 

ambayu - to pound (generic); refers to rice, coffee beans, and dried 
vegetable beans 

6. Cooking terms: 

ang-utu - to cook (generic) 
angapi - to make coffee; the root is kapi 'coffee' 
ang-isna - to cook rice; the root is isna 'cooked rice' 
anipoq - to cook tipoy, which is any food that acc0IUpadieS rice at 

a meal. 




